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CURRENT CONTROV
VERSY ON
N AUDIT FUNCTION
F
NS
STIRB
BU, D[an] A[u
urelian]

conccept of intenttion. So one cannot say th
here are clearr
boun
ndaries betweeen error and frraud, since thee dividing linee
where error crossees into fraud iss based on thee psychologicall
consstruct of intent. Fraud is more of a legal term
m which appliess
when intent can be proven in a couurt of law.

Abstract: Aree auditors responsible for dettecting fraud inn the
companies theey inspect? Most
Mo of the pubblic thinks theyy are.
Auditors oftenn demur. The auditors'
a
dutiess in the prevenntion,
detection and reporting of fraaud, other illeggal acts and erroors is
p
one of the moost controversiial issues in auditing. This paper
reports the fiindings of a survey that expplores the finaancial
report users’ perceptions
p
on the extent of fraaud in Romaniaa and
their perceptiions of auditoors’ responsibbilities in deteecting
fraud.
Key words: frraud, auditors’ responsibilitiees, audit expecttation
gap

2.2 Auditors’
A
resp
ponsibilities in fraud detection
The role off auditors has not been welll defined from
m
inception. Porter (1991)
(
reviews the historical development
d
off
audiitors’ duty to deetect and reportt fraud over thee centuries. Herr
stud
dy shows that thhere is an evoluution of auditing practices andd
shiftt in auditing parradigm throughh a number of sttages.
As Boynton argues,
a
since thhe fall of Enro
on, the auditingg
stand
dards have beeen revamped tto re-emphasizee the auditors’’
responsibilities to detect
d
fraud.
This assertion is based on ISA 315 ,, Und
derstanding thee
entitty and its envirronment and assessing the rissks of materiall
missstatements’’ andd ISA 240 ,, Thhe auditor ‘s ressponsibilities too
conssider fraud in ann audit of finanncial statement’’ (revised)(e.g :
ISA 315 requires auditors to asssess the effecctiveness of ann
entitty’s risk manaagement; all staaff members are
a required too
com
mmunicate theiir findings, tto prevent th
he failure off
apprreciating the siggnificance of appparently mino
or irregularities;;
ISA 240 requires auuditors to be more proactive in
n searching forr
fraud
d).

1. INTRODU
UCTION
Corporrate failures annd financial scaandals have ledd to a
significant inccrease in criticcism of and littigation againsst the
auditing profeession. This pheenomenon mayy be due to com
mmon
beliefs that thhe stakeholders of the companny should be abble to
rely on its auudited accountss as a guaranttee of its solvency,
propriety and business
b
viabiliity.
On thee background of
o the numerouus financial scandals
occurring on an
a internationall scale in the reecent past, we found
f
it interesting to
t explore the financial reporrt users’ percepptions
of the extennt of fraud in Romania and of audditors’
responsibilitiees in detecting itt (fraud).
The sttudy also aimss to ascertain whether the report
r
users’ percepttions of the auditors’
a
responnsibilities on fraud
detection is coonsistent with the
t auditing proofession’s standdards,
assumed in Romania.
R
Geenerally, there is a widely held
misperceptionn of the objectiives of an auditt, because of a much
m
higher expectaation, placed on
o the auditors’’ duties in deteecting
and reporting fraud, than auddit standards reqquire.
This lack of transpaarency/clarity beetween the finaancial
report users annd auditors, noot only concernning the detectioon of
fraud, but in a much broader meaning, the adequate
a
defining of
the role of thee statutory audiitor, has lead to
t the emergennce of
the concept off ,, audit expectaation gap”.

3. RESEARCH
R
M
METHODOL
LOGY
We proceeeded to the eelaboration off an empiricall
reseaarch based onn a questionnnaire addressed
d to financiall
audiitors. The questtionnaire is adappted according to the one usedd
by Alleyne
A
and How
ward (Alleyne & Howard :200
05)
Along withh the technique of the questio
onnaire we alsoo
used
d the survey, whhich relies on thhe sample as an
n instrument off
reseaarch. The quesstionnaire was sent by mean
ns of electronicc
maill to the selectedd respondents.
Respondentts are asked about their opinio
on on auditors’’
responsibilities regaarding the detecction and reporrting of fraud).
The surveyy is applied oon a national scale and thee
quesstionnaire conttains Likert-likke questions on
o a five-pointt
scalee, ranging from
m ,,strongly diisagree” to ,,sttrongly agree”..
Mosst of the questioons are closed. Participants in the survey cann
be divided
d
in threee groups: audiitors (active members
m
of thee
CAF
FR), managers (of
( audited entiities) and bankeers (directors off
Cred
dit Departmentts). A limit of this study wou
uld be that thee
samp
pling error is high
h
because off the low numb
bers of bankers,,
desp
pite the fact thhat the responsee rate was hig
gh. This causess
resu
ults not to be eassily generalizedd.

2. LITERAT
TURE REVIE
EW
The research
r
began with a study off the literature in
i the
field of researrch, carried out on two levels: definition of fraud;
f
auditors’ respoonsibilities in frraud detection.
n of fraud
2.1 Definition
The Innternational Staandard on Audditing 240(Revvised)
,,The Auditor’s responsibilities to Considerr Fraud in an Audit
A
of Financial Statement”
S
referrs fraud as ,, ann intentional act
a by
one or more individuals am
mong managem
ment, those chaarged
with governannce, employees or third partiees, involving the use
of deception too obtain an unjuust or illegal addvantage”. In a study
in 2005, KPM
MG defines frauud as ,,a delibeerate deceit plaanned
and executed with the intentt to deprive annother person of
o his
property or riights…” (KPM
MG: 2005). What is to be notted is
that all definnitions in the speciality literrature highlighht the

4. FINDINGS
F
O THE RESE
OF
EARCH
4.1 Analysis
A
of ressponses related
d to existence and
a extent of
frau
ud
The results show thhat a large perceentage of the reespondents
9%) agree and strongly agree tthat fraud is a major
m
concern
(62.9
[1]

Questions

Position of the respondents
Users of financial reports N = 213
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
Agree

. 1. Is fraud a major
5
28
46
99
35
concern for business in
(2.3%) (13.1%) (21.6%) (46.5%) (16.4%)
Romania?
2. Do you think that
the
discovery
of
7
19
51
112
24
fraudulent
activity
(3.3%) (8.9%) (23.9%) (52.6%) (11.3%)
would have a negative
impact on users?

Tab. 1 Perceptions of the extent of fraud
in Romania, while only 15.4% do not subscribe to this opinion.
This tokens an increased level of misstrust in the Romanian
business environment, which only shows indirectly the first
aspect of the gap that we have been talking about at the
beginning of our article, namely the expectation gap between
the financial report users and the statutory requirements for
auditors.
When asked whether the discovery of fraudulent
activity would have a negative impact on users 11.3% strongly
agreed and 52.6% agreed to this statement. This reflects the
common market reaction to negative publicity, which has a
negative impact on stock transaction price.
4.2 Analysis of responses related to auditors’ responsibility
for fraud detection
Table 2 shows that 37.1% of the respondents agree that
the responsibility of the auditor is to prevent fraud and error,
while 43.6% disagree with the statement. The proportions are
maintained for the rest of the questions. The results obtained
are in contrast with the requirements of ISA (nr. 200) which
requires the auditors to express an opinion whether the financial
statements are prepared according to the applicable financial
reporting framework. Given the large number of respondents
who believe that fraud detection and reporting is the auditors’
responsibility, it can be concluded that the users of financial
reports do not posses a proper understanding concerning the
matter.
In order to compare the answers of the three categories of
respondents we calculated the average value of the responses.
Responses with an average value over 3, show that users have
higher expectations of the auditors’ duties and responsibilities

Questions

Position of the respondents
Users of financial reports N = 213
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
Agree

3. Is it the responsibility
45
of the auditor to prevent
(21.1%)
fraud and errors?
4. Is it the responsibility
40
of the auditor to prevent
(18.8%)
all fraud and errors?
5. Is it the responsibility
of the auditor to report 42
all omissions and frauds (19.7%)
in the auditors’ report?
6. Is the auditor
responsible for any
51
material weaknesses of
(23.9%)
the company’s internal
control system?
7. Do you consider that
there should be an audit
standard that would
make
auditors 42
responsible
for (19.7%)
detecting and reporting
frauds?

48
41
40
39
(22.5%) (19.2%) (18.8%) (18.3%)
53
38
47
35
(24.9%) (17.8%) (22.1%) (16.4%)
63
34
43
31
(29.6%) (16.0%) (20.2%) (14.6%)

58
53
25
26
(27.2%) (24.9%) (11.7%) (12.2%)

63
34
43
31
(29.6%) (16.0%) (20.2%) (14.6%)

Tab. 2 Auditors’ responsibility for fraud detection

Proposed questions
Auditors Managers Bankers
Is it the responsibility of the auditor to
prevent fraud and errors?
Is it the responsibility of the auditor to
detect all fraud and errors?
5.Is it the responsibility of the auditor
to report all detected omissions and
frauds in the Auditor’s Report?
6. Is the auditor responsible for any
material weaknesses of the company’s
internal control?
7. Do you consider that there should
be an audit standard that would make
auditors responsible for detecting and
reporting frauds?

2,14

3,32

3,9

2,36

3,68

3,9

2,63

3,47

4,6

1,98

2,91

3,3

2,41

4,47

4,1

Tab. 3 Average level of responses per group of respondents
than they should have. Responses with an average value below
3 show that users properly understand the matter.
The average values show that most managers and
bankers believe that auditors are responsible for preventing and
detecting fraud and errors (questions 3 and 4).A gap exists here
because ISA 240 ,,Fraud and Error” clearly stipulates that the
responsibility for prevention and detection of fraud rests with
the management and the main responsibility of auditors is to
detect fraud and error only insofar as they are related to risk
assessment.
What is interesting is the increased level of the
average among the bankers. This might suggest a relatively low
understanding concerning the auditors’ responsibilities in
detecting and preventing fraud.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the study show that respondents are very
concerned about the problem of fraud in Romania and their
perceptions of the official objective of an audit, is incorrect, as
they placed very high expectation on auditors’ duties on fraud
prevention and detection.
Likewise, a lack of understanding of the statutory duties
of auditors among respondents can be stated. This situation may
be improved through different strategies, of which most likely
to succeed being: i) educating the users on the role and actual
duties of auditors; ii) by expanding the scope of the audit to
meet market expectations. It is hoped that by implementing
both approaches, the public expectations and the auditors’
duties will be better attuned.
A further research line in adressing the issue of audit
expectation gap, may consist in conducting a study to analyze
the cost-benefit ratio for both beneficiaries and auditors, if the
audit profession were to expand its scope to meet market
expectations.
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